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We’ll use this Levis Bandana Set for our product example. This is the best selling bandana set 
on Amazon. Even if you are the Best Seller in your category, you still need to increase sales 
velocity to keep the badge. The short tail keyword we’re targeting is “bandana.”
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Use the Amazon search suggestion tool to start your keyword research. This will show you the 
most popular keyword variations searched for on Amazon. When we search for “bandana” we 
see that the most popular mid-tail keywords include the modifiers “men” and “red.”

In the last year Amazon keyword research has evolved considerably. Amazon is releasing more 
data and the newest keyword tools provide advanced insights. The main feature that you want 
in a keyword tool is the ability to analyze broad and exact match separately.
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There’s a 10X increase in traffic on the broad match “bandana”. Only 60,122 searches are for 
the exact keyword “bandana,” 542,959 searches include additional words before and after 
“bandana.” To capture market share you’ll need to win on the broad and/or phrase match.

When targeting your short tail keywords, use the variation that has the highest search volume 
and avoid duplicate keyword usage. The word “bandana” has significantly more search volume 
than the word “bandanas” plural. Use “bandana” singular in your keyword lists.
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The keyword with the second highest search volume is “bandana for men” this includes the 
modifier “men.” This keyword can be targeted as exact match since 24,292 searches are exact 
match. You could also target broad match for additional traffic.

The next keyword that is relevant with high search volume is “red bandana”. The modifier is 
“red”. The traffic is 2X higher on the broad match, you’ll want to target broad and/or phrase 
match. The exact match only has 8,830 searches, the broad match has 17,353.
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Negative keywords are essential when targeting product pages with manual and auto 
campaigns. Use your short tail keyword report to discover negative keywords. The keywords 
“dog” “bib” and “handkerchief” would all be negative phrase match for “bandana”.

Choose your best selling ASIN to advertise on your most relevant keywords. When advertising 
on “bandana” or “bandana for men”, you would use the red bandana child ASIN. It is the top 
selling color variation and the bright product image will click higher, lowering CPCs.



When scaling with keyword modifiers, segment your product ASINs to match your keyword 
modifier as closely as possible. For example, if you were advertising on the keyword  “white 
bandana”, the modifier is “white”, advertise your white bandana child ASIN on this keyword.
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When you target your competitors’ keywords the goal is to place your ads in the “Sponsored 
products related to this item” table on their product pages. You’ll want to target all of your 
competitors’ pages using a combination of manual and auto campaigns with negatives.

You can create AMS Product Display ads to target your competitors’ ASINs directly. Product 
Display ads are more expensive than Sponsored Products, but give you more control over the 
targeting. Use Product Display ads for your key competitors and brand pages. 
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Target the competitors featured in the Headline Search banner at the top of the search results. 
Compile a list of competitors on both your short and mid-tail keyword phrases. Your Headline 
Search competitor could change frequently, so update your targeting regularly. 

Compile your top ranked competitors from the Sponsored Products on the first page of the 
search results for your short and mid-tail keywords. You’ll want to update your advertising 
targeting regularly to catch new competitors when they enter the marketplace.
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Next, target the product listings that are ranked in the top 1-5 organic positions in the search 
results for your short and mid-tail keywords. Your key organic competitors won’t change 
often, but new competitors that are promoting aggressively will rank in the search results.

You’ll also want to target competitors on product pages listed in “Customers who bought this 
item also bought”. The key with selecting competitors on the product pages is to look for 
listings that are similar to your product, so you can convert sales at a high rate. 
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Compile a list of competitors ranked in positions 1-10 in the your Best Seller subcategory. 
With Best Seller rank, it’s important to select true competitors that have a similar product and 
price point to you. Focus on sellers that feature your main keywords in their title.

You’ll also want to target competitors’ product pages that are similar to your most popular 
child variations. Search for your highest volume mid-tail keywords like “bandana for men” 
and “red bandana” to find relevant competitors.
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Next, compile a list of your competitors’ ASINs and product titles to create a Sponsored 
Products manual keyword campaign. Include all brand and product names from your 
competitors’ titles and product pages in your keyword list. Use broad match for the targeting.

Run your short and mid-tail keywords through a Market Intelligence tool to get the estimated 
sales volume for all of your competitors. Remove irrelevant listings that are not promoting a 
similar product. Compile all of your competitors in a single sheet and remove duplicates.
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Sort your competitors’ ASINs by sales revenue highest to lowest. This will show you which 
competitors’ product pages receive the highest number of sessions and sales. These are the 
product pages that you want to advertise on to drive category visibility and sales velocity.
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Secure the Best Seller badge in your subcategory. The Best Seller badge will display on both 
your Sponsored Product ads and organic listings on the first page of the search results. 
Securing the Best Seller badge will increase your sales conversions by 20% on average.

You’ll want to secure the badge in your most relevant subcategory. You can do category 
research for your products by looking at the subcategory your key competitors are listed. 
Ranking in a relevant subcategory is more important than a high level category.
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The Levi’s Bandana Set we’re advertising is the #1 Best Seller in the Men’s > Accessories > 
Bandanas category, which is highly relevant and includes our short tail keyword “bandana” in 
the category title. The other products ranked in the category are also bandanas.

This Bandana Set by Levi’s is ranked #1110 in Men’s > Accessories. It’s not possible for a spe-
cialty item like bandanas to compete in a broad category, since sessions and sales are required 
to rank. The #1 best seller, sunglasses, has higher keyword search demand and sales velocity. 
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To increase sales velocity and capture the Best Seller badge, advertise on the short tail 
keyword “bandana”. This will increase both your sessions and sales. To consistently win the 
Best Seller badge, you’ll want your ads to rank on the broad and/or phrase match keywords.

When targeting short tail, high volume keywords, separate them into their own ad groups 
within the main product campaign. In the “bandana” example, you would create a separate ad 
group for “bandana” broad and “bandana” phrase, this ensures both match types get traffic.






